From the south of New Jersey
July – August, 2021

Those Observation Balloon Busting missions can be dangerous .

FS Gilbert attended the Chattahoochee Challenge in Georgia.
His Pfalz D3 became tangled in the Mylar streamer.
FS also placed 2nd in Golden Age Scale
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Andy Kovacs’ “Covid 19 Fleet”. Built during the lockdown.
Now if I could only get Andy to the field, so we could see them fly

Below left is Jim Smith’s Sniffer, to the right and on bottom his
rubber powered Pepper. Both being SAM Old Timers
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Steven Wrigley attended his first Indoor Nats this year. He was kind
enough to supply me with a report of his adventures.

I attended my first Indoor FF Nats in mid-July. This year it was held in Pontiac (Detroit) Michigan for the first
time in decades. My dad and I left South Eastern Pa around 0800 Monday July 19t h and made a couple
stops along the way. Being a train nut I had to stop at the Horseshoe Curve which was closed unfortunately
and also at nearby Galitzin to watch trains coming out of the 3600 ft long tunnel. After a pizza stop in
Pittsburgh, we finally entered Ohio at 1730. We arrived in Pontiac at 2230 Monday night. Flying went from
0900-2100 Tuesday through Thursday and until 1700 Friday. Tuesday morning, we flew gliders and I got
some times in for standard CLG and FAC JetCat with my 10" Canberra. Josh Finn has an identical Canberra,
and it was a very close fight for first place with him. I had one more flight point, but he had one more scale
point, and it wound up in a tie. I eventually dropped my flyoff flight at 22 seconds to his 24. Light stuff was
scheduled for the afternoon and I flew my A-rog, 35cm, EZB and Manhattan Cabin in ROG Cabin. My EZB
flight was over 12 minutes and the winning flight was by Tom Sova at 18:15 with a model that is almost as old
as me! Wednesday was more gliders in the early morning followed by the FAC events. I flew in the WW2
no-cal mass launch and put my P-39 into the ceiling, and it came crashing down in a heap. Easily fixable
but I was out of the running. Thursday I flew limited Penny Plane, AG and Manhattan Cabin. Josh Finn was
in the lead in Manhattan Cabin with a flight of over 7 minutes and his wife in second at just over 6 minutes.
Being in third at 5 something would not do. With 5 minutes to go I went for broke and put up at last minute
buzzer beater for a respectable 6:23 putting her into 3r d• That flight used all of the air too. That was easily
the most scared I have been flying indoor. Numerous hits against the rafters and it even flew through a few
rafters. This is a Sg fuselage model with landing gear so you can imagine what would happen if it got stuck
and I try to get it down. Friday was a very relaxing day of flying. I flew in the Sg and up class of Phantom
Flash with my 6.Sg outdoor model and wound up coming in first! It was so weird flying to maxes indoors
though. I got three flights under 2:10 to barely get in the flyoffs and put up a mediocre 2:23. Turns out the
other two competitors were getting flights over 2:30 for their first three but dropped their flyoff flights. That
was a nice surprise. I also won electric duration by taping on Josh's electric motor and battery module onto
my A6 and put in a flight of 4:15 to win. It was a very long drive out there and back but was definitely worth
it. See you on the field.
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Gene Ulm is one of two FAI flyers in the club. Gene’s Daughter, Adelaide
Machado Ulm is also an accomplished F1A flyer. She spend quite a bit of her
time taking photographs. I was very taken by her ability. The pictures were
not only crisp and clear, the composition was outstanding. I mentioned this to
Gene who informed that some of the Pros the AMA hired were using her
photos. Jim Smith said “ That is quite a pat on the back in it self .
Some of my favorites below:
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Some random shots from the field
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